The Harmony ClearLift™ laser treatment rejuvenates
mature skin, enhancing your natural beauty and
revealing smoother, younger, healthier-looking skin.
It is an ideal treatment for: wrinkles, fine lines,
photodamage, uneven skin tone and skin laxity, and is
safe for all skin types.
While most laser procedures produce a thermal effect
to stimulate collagen renewal, Harmony ClearLift™ uses
a specially designed fractional Q-Switched laser to
achieve a deep mechanical effect, focusing the energy
beneath the epidermis.
The treatment is based upon a unique method of energy
dispersion, emitting narrow pulse widths with multiple
peaks of energy, resulting in more effective treatment
and increased patient comfort. This creates a controlled
dermal wound while leaving the epidermis intact.
The wound healing process stimulates growth of new
collagen as well as contracture and tightening of the
tissue.
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The Lunchtime Face Lift

Rediscover your natural beauty with optimal results.
Harmony ClearLift™ is the most comprehensive
Q-Switched Nd:YAG treatment solution available
today. A single laser module treats three separate
indications for all skin types, with new and unique
technological innovations for each indication.
Maximal Power
The high power non-ablative Q-Switched Nd:YAG 1,064nm
laser and KTP adaptor, which doubles the laser frequency
to 532nm, features a unique double rod laser configuration,
which maximises energy production for greater treatment
efficiency.

Optimal Results
The treatment is based on a unique method of energy
dispersion, emitting narrow pulse widths with multiple
peaks of energy, resulting in more effective treatment
and increased patient comfort.

Exeter Medical welcomes the
new Harmony ClearLift™ laser
treatment, also known as
‘The Lunchtime Face
Lift’ – the most
comprehensive
Q-Switched Nd:YAG
treatment solution
available today.
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Harmony ClearLift™ delivers photo acoustic
shockwaves to the target area through high laser
intensities in nanosecond pulses. This mechanical
Q-Switched effect creates a controlled dermal wound
- a unique mechanism of action that achieves optimal
results for each indication.
The treatment is powerful enough to address
challenging skin imperfections, hyperpigmentation and
multicoloured tattoos, while gentle enough to treat the
most delicate areas of the face, neck and décolleté.
Harmony ClearLift™stops the ageing clock from headto-toe, with a wide variety of treatment solutions
customised to your specific needs as they change over
time. Treatments are virtually painless with minimal
downtime, so there is no need for pre-treatment
anaesthetics.
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